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CTC Global announces a new service for utilities and high voltage transmission line owners or EPCs
that are planning to participate in conductor installation bids.
Increasingly, transmission projects are specifying ACCC transmission conductor and potential
installers may be unfamiliar with the installation requirements for ACCC. This service, designed for
delivery to prospective contractors, will present a short CTC and ACCC history and an overview of
the product and its installation requirements and techniques for efficient and successful application.
The presentation includes required equipment and methods, a conductor hardware section, and a
formal question and answer process, the Pre-Bid Service is intended to assist the prospective bidder
to prepare an accurate and competitive installation bid.

What?
The Pre-Bid Service presentation emphasizes required installation equipment specifications and
covers the basics of the conductor and reel handling and installation methods. A copy of the ACCC®
Installation Guidelines is provided for each attendee.

Why?
World-wide, installations of ACCC continue to expand, meeting a variety of installation challenges
from adverse environmental conditions and obstructions to long spans and crossings. Still, many
contractors have not yet worked with ACCC and there are a few critical elements for reliable and
efficient installation. This service is designed to deliver that information and provide certainty for
those responsible for estimating and preparing installation bids.

Who?
The presentation is delivered by a CTC Global Master Installer, with many years of ACCC installation
experience in a wide variety of applications, backed by extensive background in high voltage line
construction. The presenter is able to field any technical questions that may arise during the session.
Project costing, procurement, and planning personnel will all benefit from attendance, as will project
management and front-line supervisors.

When?
Anytime and anywhere that uncertainty exists around the installation of ACCC. If the request for
quote is officially open, we are careful to respect the fairness and equal opportunity spirit usually
inherent in such RFQs, and therefore record and publish all questions and answers, through the client.
The presentation and Q&A session only requires 1-2 hours, depending on need for translation (the
service is available in English and Spanish) and is easily incorporated into a more comprehensive
presentation for prospective bidders.

How Much and How?
Please contact your CTC Global Business Development Representative for pricing and availability.
Questions or suggestions? Please send to FieldService@ctcglobal.com
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